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10 Applications

10.1 Eliza

Our goal is to train our computer to be a mock psychiatrist, carrying on a
conversation with a patient. The patient (the user) asks a series of ques-
tions. The computer-psychiatrist replies to each question as follows. If the
question starts with one of the following (key)words: Why, Who, How,
Where, When, and What, the computer selects one of the three (or more)
possible answers appropriate for that question. If the first word is none of
these words the computer replies ’I do not know’ or something like that.

1. Start by designing the class Reply that holds a keyword for a ques-
tion, and an ArrayList of answers to a the question that starts with
this keyword.

2. Design the method randomAnswer for the class Reply that pro-
duces one of the possible answers each time it is invoked. Make sure
it works fine even if you add new answers to your database later.
Make at least three answers to each question.

3. Design the class Eliza that contains an ArrayList of Replys.

4. In the class Eliza design the helper method firstWord that con-
sumes a String and produces the first word in the String.

The following code reads the next input line from the user. You will
need to find out what was the first word in the patient’s question.
Look up the documentation for the String class (and we gently hint
that the methods trim, toLowerCase, and startsWith may be
relevant).

System.out.println("Type in a question: ");
s = input.nextLine();

Make sure your program works if the user uses all uppercase letters,
all lower case letter, mixes them up, etc.

5. In the class Eliza design the method answerQuestion that con-
sumes the question String and produces the (random) answer. If
the first word of the question does not match any of the replies, pro-
duce an answer Don’t ask me that. — or something similar. If no first
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word exists, i.e., the user either did not type any letters, or just hit the
return, throw an EndOfSessionException.

Of course, you need to define the EndOfSessionException class.

6. In the Interactions class design the method that repeats asking
questions and providing answers until it catches the EndOfSessionException
— at which time it ends the game.

10.2 Stacks and Queues: Finding a Path

The goal of this exercise is to use the Java libraries to do the work for us.

1. In looking for a path from one city to another we keep track of the
visited cities. For each city we visit, we remember not only the in-
formation about that city, but also what city did we come from as we
traveled to the newly visited city.

Use the HashMap to keep track of the visited cities. Use the visited
city as the Key and the city of origin as the Value. So, for example,
we may have the following information about cities and traveling be-
tween them:

Boston, MA - visited first: came from ’null’
Albany, NY - we came from Boston, MA
Concord, NH - we came from Boston, MA
Montpellier, VT - we came from Concord, NH
Trenton, NJ - we came from NY
Harrisburg, PA - we came from Trenton, NJ

Define the class Path that records this information about the City
data used in the Lab 9. Use HashMap from the Java Collections
Framework. Make sure you include the above example in your tests
- getting all the information about for these cities by reading the file
caps.txt that has the data for the capitals of the 48 congruent US
states. Use the file InFileCityTraversal to read in the file - save
the data to an ArrayList.

2. Define in the class Path the method pathTo that produces an ArrayList
of City-s we need to go through to get to the given City. So, for the
above example, we would expect the following results:
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pathTo(Boston, MA) --> [Boston, MA]
pathTo(Albany, NY) --> [Boston, MA; Albany, NY]
pathTo(Harrisburg, PA) --> [Boston, MA;

Albany, NY;
Trenton, NJ;

Harrisburg, PA]

3. Define in the class Path the method contains that determines whether
the given City is in this Path.

4. Define the method directionsFromTo that consumes the city of
origin and our desired destination and produces the travel directions
as a String. For example,

directionsFromTo(Boston, MA : Boston, MA) produces:
"Start in Boston, MA
End in Boston, MA"

directionsFromTo(Boston, MA : Harrisburg, PA) produces:
"Start in Boston, MA
Boston, MA to Albany, NY
Albany, NY to Trenton, NJ
Trenton, NJ to Harrisburg, PA
End in Harrisburg, PA"

*********************************************************
We now want to keep track of the neighbors of the cities we visited
(and we plan to visit soon) (the ToDo checklist). So, for example, if
we visit Boston, MA, we will add to the ToDo checklist all of its
neighbors. However, there are some restrictions. We do not add a
neighbor to the checklist if it is already in the Path.

The interface ToDo describes the desired behavior:

interface ToDo{
// add a new neighbor to the ToDo checklist
// unless it already appears in the given Path
public void add(City city, Path path);

// remove a city from the ToDo checklist
// throw an exception if the checklist is empty
public City remove();
}
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5. Define the class ToDoStack that keeps track of the neighbors to visit
soon that uses the Java Stack class to implement the ToDo interface
as a stack.

6. Define the class ToDoQueue that keeps track of the neighbors to visit
soon that uses the Java LinkedList class to implement the ToDo
interface as a queue.
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